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Natural Resources Industry
Streamline workflows with connected natural resource technology
Trimble delivers smart, sustainable technology and industry solutions to track, allocate and manage our planet’s natural resources.



Up to 20% increase in water efficiency
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10-15% efficiency gain in transportation









The future of the natural resources industry is here today, with focus on:






Using advanced technologies to optimize resource management

Resource management technology is transforming the way the natural resources industry works. For forestry, mining and aggregates, our purpose-built industry solutions go beyond measuring quantities of resources. Trimble enables the connection of industry data and workflows to optimize end-to-end resource management and achieve measurable increases across industry operations through modern technology solutions.





Productivity gains
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Optimize the quality of the end product and drive down raw material costs by creating a more efficient supply chain with Trimble resource management industry technology.





Sustainability focus
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Natural resource environmental technology helps you minimize environmental impacts by increasing yields with fewer raw materials and less energy.





Safety priority
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Employ Trimble resource technology management and digital solutions to decrease dangerous manual tasks and increase protection for natural habitats.
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Trimble is revolutionizing the forestry industry with connected technologies, advanced  industry solutions and professional services. We help companies, large and small, transform data and processes into strategic actions to improve productivity and streamline operations.
Explore Forestry 
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Trimble combines decades of industry experience with spatial data leadership, enabling more informed, faster decisions using trusted data for mining professionals.
Explore Mining 



case study
Advancing sustainable forest management
Canadian Kraft Paper uses Trimble industry technology solutions to convert paper-based load ticketing to a fully electronic process. Along with environmental benefits, they are improving data integrity, reconciliation speeds, payment processing and access to real-time analysis.
Read more 



case study
Taking forestry from fragmented to flexible
Louisiana-Pacific Corporation is leveraging Trimble forestry industry technology to facilitate the internal analysis of load data being received at the company’s mill sites, allowing for extended visibility to supply chain partners.
Read more 



CASE STUDY
Tracking aggregate quantities from above
Hamm Companies has been using drones to survey its quarries for years, but realized a big productivity boost when they combined the process with Trimble resource management technologies for detailed data collection and processing.
Learn more 



CASE STUDY
Enabling mining excavators to provide precise payloads
For their Australian mining industry operations, Liddel Coal experienced productivity gains, better accuracy and reduced stress on their equipment by converting to real-time payload verification industry technology.
Learn more 










          
        
